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Executive Summary
The Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) is an essential element of the resourcing
strategy which details how the strategic aspirations of Wagga Wagga City Council
(Council) as outlined in the Community Strategic Plan can be achieved in terms of
time, money, assets and people.
The Resourcing Strategy focuses on long term strategies in three key areas:
•

Financial Planning - addresses the financial resources that impact on
Council’s ability to fund its services and capital works whilst remaining
financially sustainable.

•

Workforce Planning - ensures that Council has the resourcing capacity with
the required skills and experience to deliver current services and operational
needs for the community now and in the future.

•

Asset Management Planning - aims to predict infrastructure consumption and
renewal needs, as well as consider infrastructure requirements to meet future
community needs.

These interrelated plans give consideration to the capacity of Council to deliver its
responsibilities within the Community Strategic Plan that fall under the auspices of
Council. Each element informs the Delivery Plan which outlines the strategies in
place to meet these responsibilities.
Wagga Wagga City Council’s Long Term Financial Plan is a 10 year financial
planning document with an emphasis on long-term financial sustainability. Financial
sustainability is one of the key issues facing local government, due to several
contributing factors, including growing demands for community services and
facilities, constrained revenue growth and ageing infrastructure.
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The Long Term Financial Plan is formulated using a number of estimates and
assumptions, to project the future revenue and expenditure required of Council to
deliver those services, projects and programs expected by the community. In doing
so, it addresses the resources that impact Council’s ability to fund its services and
capital works whilst remaining financially sustainable.
Council has reviewed the previous Long Term Financial Plan and adjustments have
been made as part of this process. The proposed budget for 2020/21 was initially
balanced with the remaining financial years projecting deficits for the 10-year rolling
plan. This balanced position for 2020/21 has recently changed due to the COVID-19
pandemic and the financial impact it has had on Council’s facilities and operations,
resulting in a deficit position for 2020/21 as a result.
The already projected deficit positions from 2021/22 to 2029/30 highlight the
significant issues that Council has been facing due to the unfavourable adjustments
to revenue sources (Financial Assistance Grants and Rate Pegging restrictions) in
previous financial years. The has resulted in the requirement to increase the use of
borrowings to fund projects, with significant loan repayments for the future 10 years
of the plan.
The Long Term Financial Plan is reviewed during the year and changes adopted via
the Monthly Financial Performance Report that is presented to Council. This report
assesses Council’s performance against budget each month. If there are any
changes to the budget as a result of this process they are reported to Council and
adjusted in the Long Term Financial Plan.
Long Term Financial Plan Objectives
The objectives of Wagga Wagga City Council’s Long Term Financial Plan are:
•

to provide a forecast financial position over 10 years to ensure that Council
remains financially sustainable

•

to support the implementation of Wagga View: Community Strategic Plan
2040

•

to identify and highlight future challenges, issues and financial trends to
ensure that they are proactively addressed

•

to ensure compliance with legislative requirements of integrated planning and
reporting contained in the Local Government Act 1993 and the guidelines
produced by the NSW Office of Local Government

•

continuing the trend towards meeting all seven of the ‘Fit for the Future’ ratios
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COVID-19 Financial Impact
The World Health Organisation declared COVID-19 a pandemic on 11 March 2020.
As the international response continues to develop, organisations are facing
significant financial challenges. Local councils are not immune to these financial
challenges.
Wagga Wagga City Council will need to be responsive to the city’s changing needs
in line with the latest advice and guidance being received regularly from the NSW
Government (NSW Health) and Federal Government (Department of Health) in
relation to the management of the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic.
Whilst Council will continue to support the community where they can with potential
fee waivers and fee reductions, Council still has a financial responsibility for the
long-term sustainability of the organisation. With the reduction of services and the
closure of some Council businesses and facilities, this will continue to have a
substantial impact on Council’s operational budgets.
The Long Term Financial Plan provides an indication of the likely financial impact on
Council’s 2020/21 financial year budget. The initial balanced budget position has
now been adjusted to include a forecast deficit position as a result of these changes.
As part of this modelling, the assumption has been made that the closures and
adjustments (excluding Airport operations and Development income trends) will
continue for the first quarter of the 2020/21 financial year. The assumption made for
Development is that income will be impacted for 6 months of the 2020/21 financial
year whereas the Airport operations will continue to be impacted for at least the full
financial year due to buyer behaviour with air travel.
Interest on Investments will also be one of Council’s greatest risks due to the
significant financial impact it represents for the budget. We are already experiencing
a low interest rate market coupled with the expected reduction of Council’s portfolio
balance over the next 2 years with the completion of projects. The fallout from
COVID-19 and the continued impact that it is having on the Australian economy will
continue to put greater pressure on investment income for Council and the local
government sector.
The estimated high-level financial impact for 2020/21 after extensive modelling has
been conducted across Council is shown in the table below:
Function / Facility Impacted

Investment Income
Airport
Development Income
Oasis Aquatic Centre
Car Parking Patrols
Parks and Sportsgrounds Fees and Charges
Civic Theatre
Other Council owned closed facilities

2020/21
Estimated
Budgeted Net
Impact
($259,000)
($3,027,079)
($1,070,778)
($106,412)
($114,530)
($109,719)
($59,210)
($72,415)
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Environmental Health Fees and Charges
Commercial Lease income
Community Lease income
Savings in Buildings operational Costs
Estimated Financial Impact due to COVID-19
Total Partial Funding Sources identified
Estimated Total Financial Impact due to
COVID-19, incorporating the partial funding
sources identified

($43,260)
($52,500)
($10,827)
$91,147
($4,834,583)
$436,243

($4,398,340)

These unprecedented times will mean that Council faces its greatest challenge in
2020/21 to remain financially sustainable and reduce the estimated proposed $4.4M
deficit. Due to the uncertainty of so many factors in relation to this unfolding
pandemic, as further information comes to hand, extensive ongoing financial
management will continue with regular Councillor Workshops and reports being
presented to Council on an ongoing basis. These workshops and reports will include
financial modelling for 2020/21 and the following years, with budgets adjusted
accordingly after Council resolutions.
With Council not receiving some budgeted revenue and forecasting a significant
deficit, this places immense financial pressure on Council delivering required
services to the community with the risk of not meeting the needs of the community
as a whole. This may include (but is not limited to) diverting funds from previously
provided Council services to other areas that may be deemed of a higher need due
to COVID-19.
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Fit for the Future
The Minister for Local Government, in response to the findings of a comprehensive
three-year independent review of local government, announced the ‘Fit for the
Future’ Local Government reform package in September 2014. As part of this
package all councils were requested by 30 June 2015 to assess their current
financial situation, consider whether or not they have the appropriate scale and
capacity to meet the future needs of their communities and to develop a plan to
ensure they are financially sustainable in the future.
A Fit for the Future council is one that is:
• Sustainable
• Efficient
• Effectively manages infrastructure and delivers services for communities
• Has the scale and capacity to engage effectively across community, industry and
government
In October 2015, IPART deemed the Wagga Wagga City Council ‘Fit for the Future’
as a stand-alone organisation based on the actions and strategies identified in
Council’s improvement proposal. The improvement proposal outlined how Wagga
Wagga City Council is committed to a number of key improvement strategies with
intention of meeting five of the benchmarks and trending towards the remaining two
benchmarks. Council’s Fit for the Future improvement proposal can be accessed on
Council’s website.
The key improvement strategies that were implemented from 2016/17 to improve
Council’s financial position and sustainability include targeted efficiencies of $800K
annually and increased revenue targets of $300K. Wagga Wagga City Council will
direct these funds towards the renewal of infrastructure and maintenance of assets
which will assist in reducing the infrastructure funding shortfall.
A key consideration in Council’s decision making, as part of this improvement plan is
the ongoing commitment to improving our financial position and sustainability. This
includes maintaining and improving the unrestricted cash and investments result
whilst attempting to achieve a balanced budget each financial year.
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Special Rate Variations
Levee Upgrade Project – Existing Special Rate Variation - 2016/17 to 2020/21
Wagga Wagga City Council has been planning an upgrade to the levee system since
2007 for the Main City and North Wagga Levees. Following extensive community
consultation, Council resolved to upgrade the Main City Levee to a 1 in 100-year
level of protection.
The upgrade of the Main City Levee will ensure the protection of both residences
and businesses in Central Wagga in the event of a 1 in 100-year flood. This will
reduce the likelihood that the area will need to be evacuated during a flood event,
which can also have an immediate social and economic impact. In some flood
events the upgrade will mean that flood levels in parts of the floodplain upstream and
outside of the Main City Levee will increase slightly.
The upgrade of the Main City Levee Bank project commenced in October 2017 and
will be completed by June 2020.
The Floodplain Risk Management Advisory Committee recently resolved to
commission an independent peer review of the North Wagga component of the
overall Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan. The review will look at the
process surrounding the risk assessment strategy and consultation processes for all
flood mitigation options proposed for North Wagga and will extend to the
methodology used to select the mitigation options for further investigation and
conformance to Office of Environment and Heritage processes, procedures and
guidelines.
The budgeted cost of upgrading the Main City Levee to a 1 in 100-year level of
protection and upgrading the North Wagga Levee to a 1 in 20-year level of protection
is $23.3M.
Location
Main City Levee System
North Wagga Levee
System

Level of Protection
1 in 100-year
1 in 20-year
Total Estimated Cost

Estimated Cost
$14,840,757
$8,419,811
$23,260,568

The funding ratio for the project is 2:1, with two-thirds ($15.5M) funded by Federal
and State Grants and one third ($7.8M) funded by Council via a temporary Special
Rate Variation (SRV) over a five-year period. This SRV commenced on 1 July 2016.
Due to the extensive drought farmers have experienced over the past decade,
Council resolved to charge the Farmland rate category a lower percentage than all
other rate categories:
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Rates
Category

SRV – Levee
Upgrade
component

Farmland

1.9%

All other rates
categories

4.1%

As the SRV is a temporary variation, at the end of the five-year period, rates payable
in 2021/22 will revert back to the equivalent level to that if an SRV had not occurred.
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Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal Shortfall – Potential Special Rate
Variation ongoing
As part of the Long Term Financial Plan review process, and ongoing discussions
with Council’s Asset Management division, it has been identified that Wagga Wagga
City Council requires funds of $86,343,607 over 10 years of the Long Term Financial
Plan to address its Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal Shortfall.
The Infrastructure shortfall of $86M is allocated across the Long Term Financial Plan
as follows:
2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
2029/30
7,228,468 7,509,794 7,802,324 8,106,506 8,422,806 8,751,705 9,093,706 9,449,333 9,804,960 10,174,005

In order to eliminate or reduce this shortfall, the option of a Special Rate Variation
(SRV) following on from the conclusion of the 2016/17-2020/21 SRV for the Levee
Upgrade Project needs to be investigated, which will include further community
engagement and development of the Asset Management Plans. This funding would
also assist in meeting Fit for the Future benchmarks.
If Wagga Wagga City Council was to fund the infrastructure shortfall from 2021/22 to
2029/30 of $79M with a Special Rate Variation, this would result in an average
increase to rates of approximately 19% for 2021/22 (following on from the Levee
Bank project SRV). As the 19% is considered a significant increase to the ratepayer,
it is proposed to instead retain the existing SRV from the levee with the intention to
direct this funding to the infrastructure funding shortfall.
As ratepayers have already adjusted their household budgets since the inception of
the Levee SRV from 2016/17, to maintain the existing SRV would be considered less
of an impact for the ratepayer ongoing. This increase would then be maintained
along with the budgeted rate peg for the remaining years of the Long Term Financial
Plan.
This would equate to an approximate 3.9% increase (50% reduction applied for
farmland of 1.95%) along with the annual estimated rate peg of 2.6% which would
result in potential rates income ongoing as follows:
2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29 2029/30
0 1,672,644 1,726,643 1,782,428 1,840,058 1,899,595 1,961,105 2,024,653 2,090,309 2,228,232

Due to the timing deadline of November 2020 for the application to IPART for a
potential SRV application in 2021/22, the ongoing development of the Asset
Management Plans which would inform where this funding would be utilised, along
with dealing with the financial impacts of COVID-19, the option of a future Special
Rate Variation continuing in 2021/22 is unlikely, so it will be proposed to commence
this SRV in 2022/23.
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Financial Strategy
Wagga Wagga City Council is committed to operating in a financially sustainable
framework, to ensure that its community and other stakeholders can rely upon the
ongoing provision of a full and diverse range of high-quality community services,
facilities and infrastructure.
Council plans to maintain its financial position and performance, to ensure resilience
and a capacity to adapt and respond to arising community needs in a measured and
equitable manner.
The six key principles employed in Council’s financial planning process are:
Financial Strategy 1
Financial Sustainability
Financial Sustainability is the ability for Council to provide the facilities, services
and infrastructure that the community needs and expects over the medium to
longer term. This includes being able to manage likely developments and
unexpected financial shocks in the future.
Over the past few years, Council has faced significant challenges in maintaining
a stable position in previous Long Term Financial Plans. During the development
of the 2014/24 Long Term Financial Plan, the Wagga Wagga City Council
implemented critical decision-making processes adjusting its operations to
ensure a more financially sustainable path. The announcement in May 2014 of
the freeze on the indexation of the Financial Assistance Grant, along with
continual lower than anticipated allowable rate peg increases has added
additional pressure for Council to remain financially sustainable into the future.
Council has again conducted a comprehensive annual review of all budgets for
the 2021/30 Long Term Financial Plan, which demonstrates its commitment to
remaining financially sustainable.
Balanced Budgets
With each annual budget process Council aims at a minimum, to achieve a
balanced budget which allows the organisation to maintain a positive
unrestricted cash and investments balance. This position gives flexibility to
maintain liquidity and fund any unforeseen expenditures or discretionary funding
deficits.
Initially, the Base Case budget for this Long Term Financial Plan indicated
Council would maintain a balanced budget for 2020/21 only. Arriving at this
balanced position was a complex and challenging task with each area of the
organisation having to contribute various budget reductions and operational
efficiencies to achieve this goal. These ongoing adjustments will continue to
have a substantial impact on the delivery of projects and services, which will
require Council to be highly innovative and efficient in delivering the Operational
Plan and Delivery Plan items.
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As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the proposed budget for 2020/21 is now
showing a significant deficit, with the remaining financial years also projecting
deficits for the 10-year rolling plan as shown in the table below.
2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29 2029/30

($4,398,341)

(3,126,757)

(2,878,812)

(1,964,735)

(2,337,960)

(3,350,124)

(2,943,137)

(1,837,930)

(1,566,921) (958,653)

Council’s 10-year budgeted bottom lines - surplus/(deficits)

As mentioned earlier, the proposed 2020/21 budget will require extensive
ongoing financial management, reviews and adjustments throughout the year to
reduce the deficit.
The future year deficit budgets will again be reviewed as part of the 2022/31
Long Term Financial Plan to ensure that a balance budget for at least the
2021/22 financial year is achieved.
Maintain Unrestricted Cash and Investments
Unrestricted cash and investments represent a measure of liquidity/net financial
position. Council’s unrestricted cash and investments allows for day to day
liquidity and ensures the organisation is able to manage any budget shocks
during the year, which may include unforeseen expenditure overruns and income
shortfalls.
Wagga Wagga City Council, as a prudent financial manager, has set a minimum
level of $3.5M which should be maintained. This ensures it retains an
appropriate level of liquidity on an ongoing basis and is able to control/determine
the value of its annual budget surplus or deficit.
The challenge for this iteration of the Long Term Financial Plan as a result of
potentially funding the 2019/20 financial year COVID-19 impact from Council’s
Unrestricted Cash, is maintaining this minimum level into the future.
Financial Strategy 2
Prudent financial investment
Wagga Wagga City Council will continue to carefully manage its cash reserves
and investments to ensure that appropriate financial reserves are available to
meet Council’s liabilities and commitments, along with managing cash flow
demands to ensure responsible financial management control. While externally
restricted reserves will be maintained in accordance with legislative
requirements, a number of internally restricted reserves are used to ensure that
funds are available to directly support the Community Strategic Plan initiatives
and projects.
Into the future, there will continue to be more scrutiny placed on the use of these
internally restricted reserves for the potential diversion of funds to other areas in
response to Council’s ongoing financial pressures. Externally restricted reserves
will also be considered, where appropriate, ensuring that approvals are sought
where required.
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Council will closely monitor its investment performance as part of its monthly and
quarterly budget reviews to demonstrate its financial health and sustainability.
Financial Strategy 3
Effective utilisation of funding sources to fund capital works
The Long Term Capital Works Program identifies the various funding sources
proposed for each capital project. Council will utilise grant funding where
available, internal reserves where applicable, and borrowings where it is deemed
necessary.
Wagga Wagga City Council as a result of being ‘deemed fit’ will have access, if
approved, to lower cost borrowings offered through NSW T-Corp to fund capital
works which will reduce future debt-servicing costs.
Council is also utilising borrowings through the Low Cost Loans Initiative (LCLI)
program that was announced by NSW Planning & Environment. This initiative
provides a 50% interest subsidy on projects that meet the criteria under the
program. Council was successful in its application to Round 1 and 2 of the
program for relevant capital works funding.
Financial Strategy 4
Maintain tight control over expenditure and staff numbers, while still
maintaining best value services, facilities and infrastructure
Wagga Wagga City Council is committed to the ongoing review of its service
delivery as part of the continuous improvement process. Specifically, Council is
seeking to identify if the services it delivers are relevant and necessary to the
community as well as appropriate in the current environment. The continual
improvement process includes determining if the services meet the needs and
expectations of the community as set out in the Community Strategic Plan.
The continuous improvement process aims to achieve the following objectives:
• Assist in informing Councillors, the community and Council’s staff on what,
how and why it delivers the current list of services. It endeavours to answer
questions surrounding the need to provide the service, service delivery
alternatives such as contracting resources, outsourcing some activities, joint
delivery with other councils, what can be provided at what cost and if any
efficiencies can be found.
• Finding savings that are real, sustainable, and are able to be entrenched into
future budgets. This strategic approach to budget management is to identify
lasting solutions for the provision of services in contrast to common short-term
budget management strategies which include delaying the implementation of
projects onto a potential projects list or unfunded activities, or by making
budget cuts that may not align with the Community Strategic Plan.
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• Continue moving the organisational culture to one of a “can do attitude and
approach”. By creating an expectation of better service delivery, Council is
empowering its staff with the tools and processes to make better decisions.
• Embedding the realisation of continuous improvement. In providing an
environment where continuous improvement to service delivery is expected,
staff are encouraged and supported to identify opportunities to make the
services that Wagga Wagga City Council provides the best value for its
community.
A number of other initiatives have been implemented to assist in identifying
budget efficiencies, which include:
• Controlled expenses
• Review of fees and charges that are deemed cost recovery to ensure a closer
alignment with actual costs
• Energy savings and carbon reduction initiatives
• E-Business and online service initiatives
• Improved information management systems and technology
• Review of capital project delivery, procedures and outcomes
• Utilisation of allowable reserves for internal loans in preference to external
borrowings where possible
• Utilisation of lower cost borrowings where possible including the Low Cost
Loans Initiative (LCLI)
Financial Strategy 5
Maintain/move towards above benchmark results against key performance
indicators
As indicated in Council’s Fit for the Future criteria results which was based on a
three-year average, Council did not meet three out of the seven benchmarks.
The key improvement strategies to be implemented to improve our financial
position and sustainability as part of the 2021/30 budget process have included
targeted efficiencies and savings of $800K annually and increased revenue
targets of $300K which was introduced from 2016/17. If these targets are
achieved, Council will direct these funds towards the renewal of infrastructure
and maintenance of assets which will assist in reducing the infrastructure
backlog ratio.
Financial Strategy 6
Narrow the Infrastructure Funding Gap
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Wagga Wagga City Council’s Asset Management Plans identify a shortfall in
current expenditure on the maintenance and renewal of infrastructure assets.
This represents a risk to the organisation that a significant number of assets may
fail due to inadequate maintenance. If this issue is not addressed, it will have an
adverse impact on Council’s financial position in the medium and longer term.
Council is attempting to address this issue by:
•

Increasing recurrent levels of maintenance and renewal budgets by identifying
budget savings and efficiency gains from all parts of the organisation

•

Maintaining a reserve for infrastructure replacement and allocating additional
funds towards this reserve as a priority when budget improvements are
realised

•

Increasing the use of low cost borrowings to fund infrastructure renewals
through T-Corp as a result of being deemed ‘fit’ as part of Council’s Fit for the
Future proposal. This also includes the use of subsidised loan borrowings
under the Low Cost Loans Initiative (LCLI) where relevant projects receive a
50% interest subsidy on borrowings utilised

•

Reassessing asset conditions and what constitutes a “satisfactory” condition
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Planning Assumptions
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Wagga was performing well and was on track to
exceed 2018/19 economic results. However, the unfolding pandemic has
fundamentally altered the global economy and Wagga will be adjusting as
appropriate over the next few months to establish a strong foundation for businesses
to operate. Wagga is unique in its diverse economy, but being the food bowl of
Australia, Wagga's role could become significantly more important in the domestic
and global markets as the world recovers.
This is how Wagga Wagga was positioned in 2019/20 prior to COVID-19 as provided
in the information below:
Population and Demographics
Wagga Wagga City is currently playing host to two distinct housing market roles;
drawing young adults attracted to education, transport, employment opportunities, as
well as providing homes to both young and mature family households. The bulk of
population growth has been in the new developments of Boorooma, Gobbagombalin
and Lloyd. Recent migration into the area, has largely arrived from the surrounding
local government areas, metropolitan Sydney, or overseas. Conversely, the flows
away from the City were largest towards South East Queensland and greater
Melbourne.
The importance of Wagga Wagga City as a destination for both families and young
adults is expected to continue over the forecast period. New residential development
opportunities in northern suburbs will cater for an increase in families to the area
while continued ‘infill’ development in Wagga Wagga (Central) will drive household
growth for young adults.
The following graph shows how young families will continue to see Wagga Wagga as
a favourable destination. Young children (0-19) and young parents (35-45) make up
the majority of the population in 2026, with a more even distribution occurring as the
forecast extends out to 2036.
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Wagga’s population growth is highly dependent on immigration with the 2016 census
indicating 31.7% of arrivals between 2011-2016 were born overseas. This means
that federal and state immigration policies will be a key factor in Wagga meeting the
anticipated growth rate of 1.64% per annum until 2021. The following image
illustrates from where migrants are coming (primarily overseas) and where Wagga
residents are moving (primarily Melbourne and SE Queensland).

Source: .id, Australian Bureau of Statistics

Economic conditions and growth
Wagga Wagga has been identified as an area of significant growth by the State
Government as part of their 20-year Economic Vision for Regional NSW. By
identifying Bomen as an Industrial Special Activation Precinct, continuing to invest in
the Health and Knowledge Precinct, listing Wagga Wagga as an Agritech Innovation
Precinct and including Wagga in the Gig State Pilot Program, the state is
demonstrating their commitment to their vision.
In addition to these growth sectors, there are strong established industries which
have created a diverse economic environment. This diversity has historically been
highly valuable in that it reduces the risk of boom-bust cycles, which many smaller,
single-industry dependent cities experience. However, the lack of a large, defining
industry that draws investment means Wagga Wagga must rely on more active
engagement to attract business relocation and jobs to the region.
Healthcare remains the largest employer in the region, equating for 17.3% of the
workforce. This is anticipated to increase even further with upgrades to the public
and private hospitals, as well as the increase in specialist services.
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The Retail Trade sector is the second biggest employer in the region. Wagga Wagga
is considered the retail hub of the Riverina and attracts customers from surrounding
towns. The population of this catchment area is approximately 170,000 and
projected to grow by over 14% by 2036.
The local economy (as measured by the Gross Regional Product statistic) grew to
$3.84 billion in the most recent data released by the ABS for June 2018. The local
labour force is also expanding, with an additional 1,156 jobs in Wagga Wagga with
the total workforce at 35,817 in the fourth quarter of 2018.
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Major Projects
Included in Council’s 2021/30 Long Term Financial Plan Capital Works Program are
the following significant projects:
Project
Levee Bank System Upgrades
Airport Taxiways Upgrade
Eunony Bridge Road Bridge Replacement
Active Travel Plan
Riverside – Wagga Beach Landscape
Upgrade Stage 2
Pomingalarna Multisport Cycling Complex
Dunns Road Upgrade
RIFL Stage 2 (Rail Siding)
RIFL Stage 3 (Industrial Subdivision Civil
Works)

Estimated Year(s) of
construction
2017/18 – 2022/23
2019/20
2019/20 + 2020/21
2019/20 - 2021/22
2019/20 - 2021/22
2019/20 - 2021/22
2020/21
2019/20 + 2020/21
2020/21 + 2021/22

Estimated
Total Cost
$23.3M
$5.7M
$10.6M
$13.2M
$7.0M
$9.2M
$8.3M
$14.4M
$27.8M

The potential uncertainties around some of Council’s planned major projects have
the ability to have a significant impact on the Long Term Financial Plan, both in
regards to timing and costing and the utilisation of funding sources.
Levee Bank Upgrades - Upgrades of Main City Levee and North Wagga Levees
Wagga Wagga City Council have already completed Stage 1 of the Main City Levee
Upgrade and are due to complete Stage 2 of the project by June 2020 which will
upgrade the Main City Levee to a 1 in 100-year level of protection.
The Floodplain Risk Management Advisory Committee recently resolved to
commission an independent peer review of the North Wagga component of the
overall Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan. The review will look at the
process surrounding the risk assessment strategy and consultation processes for all
flood mitigation options proposed for North Wagga.
The original estimated cost of upgrading the Main City Levee to a 1 in 100-year level
of protection and upgrading the North Wagga Levee to a 1 in 20 year level of
protection is $23.3M.
The total capital cost indexed over the five year period is as follows:
Project

Upgrade of Main City Levee System
Upgrade of North Wagga Levee
System
Total

Indexed
Estimated
Cost
$14.9M
$8.4M

Grant
funding
(proposed)
$9.7M
$5.8M

Council’s
one-third
share
$5.2M
$2.6M

$23.3M

$15.5M

$7.8M
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With the commitment of Federal and State funding for the project, Council is funding
its one-third share of the cost from a Special Rate Variation (SRV) which
commenced in 2016/17 and is maintained for five years.
The modelling assumed a construction period of five years, but this is conditional of
the timing and conditions of funding from NSW Office of Environment and Heritage.
Airport Taxiways Upgrade
The Airport Taxiway Upgrade project is being undertaken to both strengthen and
widen Taxiway A (north), Taxiway A (south) and Taxiway B. The work also includes
extending taxiway A (north) to the RESA (Runway End Safety Area). This will extend
the life of the taxiways and enable larger heavier aircraft access.
The budget for this project is estimated at $5.7M with construction to commence in
2019/20. Wagga Wagga City Council has been successful in securing grant funding
for the project of $4.8M, with Council contributing $0.9M towards the project.
Eunony Bridge Road Bridge Upgrade
This project is for the upgrade of the existing Eunony Bridge including strengthening
and widening to make the bridge deck stronger and wider. This will result in the
bridge being a structure capable of catering for Heavy Mass Limit (HML) vehicles.
This project is key to the implementation of the Bomen Strategic Master Plan as this
will facilitate increased productivity into the Bomen Business Park by allowing
operators to use larger vehicles.
The budget for this project is estimated at $10.6M with construction commencing in
2019/20 and anticipated to be completed early in 2020/21 financial year. Wagga
Wagga City Council has been successful in securing grant funding for the project of
$9.8M, with Council contributing $0.8M towards the project.
Active Travel Plan
Roads and Maritime Services announced the availability of $11.7M in grant funding
for Wagga Wagga City Council to be the lead agency in the development of the
Wagga Wagga Cycling towns Project as part of the NSW Cycling Infrastructure
Fund. There has also been additional Section 7.11 funding allocated towards the
project as part of the adopted Wagga Wagga Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan
2019-2034.
These funds are to be utilised for the delivery of a cycleway network spanning five
corridors connecting the suburbs of Wagga Wagga to the CBD. This equates to
approximately 51km of dedicated cycle paths including end of trip facilities at the
Visitors Information Centre, Oasis and the Wagga Wagga Base Hospital. The project
also involves a new bridge across the Murrumbidgee on the North Link. This will
provide residents with a safe, alternative transport option for commuting.
The $13.2M total project budget includes development and detailed design which
was completed in 2017/18 and 2018/19 with construction occurring in 2019/20,
2020/21 and 2021/22.
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Riverside – Wagga Beach Landscape Upgrade Stage 2
The State Government has committed $5.2M in grant funding for the Riverside Stage
2 – Wagga Beach Landscape Upgrade Project. There has also been Section 7.11
funding allocated of $1.7M as part of the recently adopted Wagga Wagga Local
Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019-2034 as along with CBD Carparking Reserve
funding of $0.1M. This brings the total project budget to $7M.
The aim of the project is to rejuvenate the entire precinct from the beach carpark
through to the former St Michael’s Oval. The development aims to activate the
Wagga Beach and Murrumbidgee River precinct and develop the area as a focal
point and destination for residents and visitors, as well as create linkages to the city’s
CBD and existing civic precinct.
The scope of the Riverside Precinct Stage 2 project includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Event spaces and support infrastructure
Infrastructure for pop-up food and beverage outlets
Regional playground with water play elements
Additional amenities
Additional paths
Additional BBQ shelters and picnic furniture
Carpark upgrades
CCTV
Lighting

Pomingalarna Multisport Cycling Complex
The Wagga Wagga Multisport Cycling Complex (MSCC) project is a regionally
significant multi-use facility to be developed at Pomingalarna Reserve, located 4km
from the Wagga Wagga CBD.
Wagga Wagga's five cycling groups collaborated with Wagga Wagga City Council in
considering the future development of cycling facilities and share a common vision to
progress cycling in the city.
The multisport complex will cater to cycling clubs, community members – both
cyclists and non-cyclists - in a safe environment away from suburban and main road
traffic.
In addition, the Cycling Complex was planned to provide appropriate infrastructure
and facilities to host regional, state, national and international events.
These funds will be utilised to deliver the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

International level BMX track
Sealed Criterium track
Cycling education area
Jump and Pump track
Mountain Bike (MTB) Playground
Outdoor Velodrome with lights
Sealed car park and an informal grass car park
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•
•
•
•

Amenities building with toilets, change rooms, canteen, office space,
storage area, meeting room and public address space
BBQs and shelters
Fenced children’s playground
Spectator facilities

The State Government has committed $6.9M in grant funding of the $9.2M required
for the construction of the Pomingalarna Multisport Cycling Complex in 2019/20,
2020/21 and 2021/22. The remaining $2.3M is to be funded from Section 7.11
Contributions as part of the recently adopted Wagga Wagga Local Infrastructure
Contributions Plan 2019-2034.
Upgrade Roads and Traffic Facilities – Dunns Road
The total proposed project budget of $8.3M for Dunns Road is to be partly funded
from a federal grant of $5.8M and External Loan Borrowings of $2.5M.
This project is for the improvement and upgrade of road and traffic facilities along the
length of Dunns Road including a roundabout at the intersection of Holbrook and
Dunns Road, and the upgrade of the intersection at the Olympic Highway and Dunns
Road. There will also be the installation of signs and wire safety rope along sections
of the rural portion of the road.
Riverina Intermodal Freight & Logistics Hub (RIFL) - Stage 2 & Stage 3
The Riverina Intermodal Freight and Logistics (RIFL) hub project involves the
construction of new major rail and road infrastructure and a freight terminal on land
north of Wagga Wagga at the Bomen Business Park. This project will be a key
economic driver of growth in the Riverina with access from Wagga Wagga to capital
cities with the improvement of rail and road connection on the Sydney to Melbourne
rail line.
Stage 1 involved construction of an improved Higher Mass Limit (HML) capable road
network, known as the Bomen Enabling Roads project which was completed in
2017/18.
Stage 2 involves the construction of the following elements:
-

rail infrastructure including a master siding servicing the intermodal terminal
installation of turnouts off the Main Southern Railway Line to facilitate
construction of the RIFL Hub Master Siding
Intermodal terminal for the transfer of containers between road and rail
development

Funds have been included in the Long Term Financial Plan of $14.4M for Stage 2
with grant funding identified from Department of Premier & Cabinet.
Funding has also been included for Stage 3 of the RIFL project which includes civil
infrastructure works for an industrial subdivision within the Bomen Precinct with grant
funding of $28M identified for the project from the State Government’s Growing Local
Economies fund.
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Contributions, Grants and Donations provided by the Wagga Wagga City
Council to the Community
Wagga Wagga City Council contributes to the community utilising a variety of
methods which includes contributions, donations, fee waivers and grant program
funding, totalling over $2M annually. The community organisations who are currently
receiving financial assistance have been provided advice that in the near future, this
assistance may not be available. The new process (which was previously proposed
to commence for the 2020/21 financial year, is now proposed to commence for the
2021/22 financial year) will include a funding application similar to Council’s existing
grant approval process.
The proposed 2020/21 contributions, grants, donations and fee waivers are shown in
the table below:
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Financial Forecast Assumptions
OPERATING REVENUE
The chart shown below represents Wagga Wagga City Council’s budgeted operating
revenue by category for the 2020/21 financial year including the proposed
adjustment to revenue categories for COVID-19 estimated impacts:

Total Operating Revenue - $115.1M
(Includes COVID-19 Adjustment of $6.7M)

Rates & Annual Charges (including Special Rate Variation)
Rates
The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) determines the rate peg
based on the Local Government Cost Index, a productivity factor, as well as any
other pertinent legislative and industry factors. This is to ensure that a balance is
made between Council meeting the increasing costs of delivering services and that
productivity gains are shared with ratepayers.
The Base Case scenario includes an ordinary rate increase for 2020/21 of 2.6% as
announced by IPART in September 2019 as well as a 1% growth in rateable
residential properties. This was a decrease on the 2019/20 rate peg which was set at
2.7%. The budgeted increase in rates for 2021/22 onwards is 2.6% with an additional
1% growth factor in rateable residential properties for the Long Term Financial Plan.
The risk that Council may incur in relation to the amount of rates revenue forecast in
the Long Term Financial Plan is that the rate peg announced annually by IPART may
be below the budgeted annual percentages that have been forecasted.
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Impact of COVID-19 on Rates and Annual Charges
Council has factored in a larger take up of payment plans and delayed payments due
to COVID-19. This has the effect of reducing the investment income for Council’s
investment portfolio, with the reduction factored into Council’s 2020/21 budget.
Annual Charges – Domestic & Commercial Waste
Annual charges for waste are modelled at recovering a reasonable estimated cost of
providing the service which includes a component for future site rehabilitation. The
rate used in the Base Case scenario which is included in the 2021/30 Long Term
Financial Plan is:
•
•

2020/21 – 4% increase
2021/22 to 2029/30 – 3% annual increase

Sewer Charges
Sewer charges are also modelled at achieving full cost recovery including a
component for future site rehabilitation and depreciation consistent with Council’s
Return on Investment Policy for council businesses. The rate used in the Base Case
scenario which is included in the 2021/30 Long Term Financial Plan is:
•

2020/21 to 2029/30 - 2% increase plus a 1% residential growth factor.

Stormwater Management Service Charge
The maximum amount for annual stormwater services is prescribed by legislation.
These charges are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Residential - $25.00 per property
Residential Strata - $12.50 per occupancy
Business - $25.00 per 350 m2
Business Strata - $5.00 per strata title

This is the basis for which the Base Case and all scenarios of the Long Term
Financial Plan are forecasted.
User Fees & Charges
The Base Case scenario of the Long Term Financial Plan initially included a
projected average increase in user fees and charges generally between 3% - 5%. A
number of fees are prescribed by legislation and some fees are set at a level to
recover the actual cost of providing the service.
The key improvement strategies to be implemented to improve our financial position
and sustainability as part of Council’s Fit for the Future improvement proposal has
included annual increased revenue targets of $300K. This will be a difficult target to
achieve in 2020/21 due to the proposed reduction in User Fees & Charges as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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This revenue category has had the most significant financial impact of all of Council’s
revenue categories due to the closure of many of Council’s cultural and sporting
facilities such as the Oasis, Civic Theatre, Art Gallery and Visitor Information Centre
as well as the imposed restrictions that have been placed on events and sporting
events. It is also proposed that the Airport will continue to have significant reductions
in revenue as well as seeing a continued downturn in Building Development fees.
Interest & Investment Revenue
Given the continued low interest rate environment, it is difficult for Council to
ascertain with any certainty what actual investment returns are likely to be over the
10 years of the plan. With this in mind, it has become apparent that Council can no
longer continue to rely on additional investment income over the life of the Long
Term Financial Plan.
Wagga Wagga City Council’s investment revenue is linked to the expected balance
of the portfolio over the 10 years of the plan. For the Base Case scenario, the
projected interest rates are a 1.89% - 2.43% return on investment over the life of the
plan.
As mentioned earlier, there has been a proposed reduction on Interest on
Investments income as a result of COVID-19, which is mainly due to the assumption
that there will be a reduction in rates received in the bank during the year due to the
extension of payment terms, as well as a loss of interest income on overdue rates.
Grants & Contributions
Grants
It is assumed in the Base Case scenario that the current level of grant funding from
the State and Federal Governments will continue. Grants are a significant source of
funding for local government and as such any fluctuation in current levels is likely to
have a substantial impact on the delivery of services and projects identified in the
Long Term Financial Plan.
Developer Contributions
Developer contributions income has been projected in line with the adopted Wagga
Wagga Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan 2019-2034. The projects identified in
this new plan have also been reflected in the 10-year capital works program. These
plans are subject to review annually with each year of the plan updated accordingly.
Other Revenues
Other revenue includes fines, income from sale of goods, diesel fuel rebates and
income from insurance claims and rebates. Revenue from these sources is difficult
to ascertain with any certainty as they are generally influenced by factors outside of
Council’s control. As a result, for the purposes of the Long Term Financial Plan,
where applicable other revenue has been projected at a 3% increase on the 2019/20
financial year budget and corresponds to historical trends.
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As a result of COVID-19, it is proposed that there will be a change in buyer
behaviour in 2020/21 which will result in a reduction in Car Parking Patrol fines for
the financial year.
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE
The chart shown below represents the Wagga Wagga City Council’s budgeted
operating expenses by category for the 2020/21 financial year including the
proposed adjustment to expense categories for COVID-19 estimated impacts:
Total Operating Expenditure - $129.9M
(Includes COVID-19 Adjustment of $2.3M)

Employee Benefits and On Costs
Under the NSW Local Government Award, on average staff receive a 2.5% pay
increase each year. Combining the award increase, performance based increase
and the associated on costs, the annual increase factored into the budget for
employee costs is 4%.
As part of the proposed impact from COVID-19 there was an extensive review
conducted on current vacant positions across Council with the potential saving from
imposing a hold on recruitment for some of these vacant positions factored into the
2020/21 budget to partially offset the overall deficit.
Borrowing Costs (including Low Cost Loans Initiative)
External Loan Borrowings
Budgeted borrowing costs (excluding LCLI) of $24.3M have been conservatively
forecast for project funding with the following assumptions used:
•
•

3%
3.25%

2020/21 to 2021/22
2022/23 to 2023/24

10-year term
10-year term
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•
•
•

3.5%
3.75%
4%

2024/25 to 2025/26
2026/27 to 2027/28
2028/29 to 2029/30

10-year term
10-year term
10-year term

If borrowing rates increase substantially or more borrowings are utilised, then Wagga
Wagga City Council will have to adjust the borrowings program as well as capital
programs so that an affordable level of debt is always maintained.
There is also the option to source lower cost borrowings through NSW T-Corp as
part of Council being deemed fit under its adopted Fit for the Future proposal.
Low Cost Loans Initiative (LCLI)
NSW Planning & Environment announced a $500M Low Cost Loans Initiative (LCLI)
in late April 2018. The key aim of the LCLI is to enable new housing supply.
The essential elements of the initiative are:
•
•
•
•

the NSW Government will refund 50% of the costs of council’s interest
payments on loans for eligible infrastructure
the council is responsible for repaying the loan which is funded by NSW
Treasury Corp (TCorp), or another financial institution of the council’s
choice
Loans taken out must be for a minimum of $1M and have a fixed interest
rate and must be no longer than 10 years
Councils showing that planned infrastructure will be substantially completed
by 30 June 2021 will be preferred for LCLI support

Council was successful in its Round 1 and 2 applications to NSW Planning &
Environment for eligible infrastructure projects (2018/19–2022/23) of $31.5M
predominantly funded from Section 7.11 Contributions, Stormwater DSP
Contributions, Fit for the Future Reserve and the Sewer Reserve. This has resulted
in cashflow adjustments to these funding sources which will now be funded through
external borrowings with a 50% interest subsidy to be received, and the remaining
borrowing costs to be funded from these reserves.
Low Cost Loans borrowing costs for Round 1 are based on indicative interest rates
for remaining budgeted projects of $9M as follows:
•

2.8%

2020/21

8 year term

Low Cost Loans borrowing costs for Round 2 are based on indicative interest rates
for budgeted projects of $8.4M as follows:
•
•
•

2.44%
2.44%
2.44%

2020/21
2021/22
2022/23

9 year term
8 year term
7 year term

Materials & Contracts
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The cost of materials and contracts is to be maintained within existing annual budget
allocations.
There has been a reduction in the materials and contracts budget factored into the
2020/21 budget as a result of the impact of COVID-19 and the closure of facilities
and reduced services, particularly for the Airport, Oasis, Civic Theatre and Council
Buildings. Due to these closures, reduced utility expenses and savings in
maintenance and other operational lines have been factored into the 2020/21
budget.
Depreciation
The forecasted depreciation expense is reflective of the new capital additions and
purchases over the term of the Long Term Financial Plan. Depreciation levels are
subject to an ongoing review with each year of the plan.
Other Expenses
Utilities
An increase has been projected in the Long Term Financial Plan for electricity of 7%
and gas and water costs of 5% per annum. Wagga Wagga City Council is actively
pursuing efficient alternative sources of energy including the adopted energy saving
capital projects as well as the LED street lighting upgrade project in order to reduce
the effect of these costs where possible, with these projected savings included in the
Long Term Financial Plan.
Insurance
It has been assumed that all insurances for 2020/21 and ongoing in the Long Term
Financial Plan will increment by 5% excluding public liability and professional
indemnity insurance which factors in an annual increase of 7%.
Other Operating Expenses
The cost of other operating expenses other than Utilities and Insurance costs are to
be maintained within existing budgets.
There was however a reduction as a result of reduced Emergency Service Levy
charges factored into the budget for COVID-19 in the Other Operating Expenses
category. This reduction is effectively a result of the State Government’s stimulus
package that will meet the increase in the Emergency Services Levy for all NSW
councils for 2020/21.
The graph shown below demonstrates the relationship between operating revenue
and operating expenditure and includes the adjustments that have been included in
the 2020/21 budget as a result of COVID-19.
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As shown in this graph, Wagga Wagga City Council’s operating expenditure
including depreciation is greater than its operating income for the 10 years of the
LTFP. This indicates that Council still has a substantial way to go to be able to fund
depreciation and maintain financial sustainability.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Although the assumptions listed in the previous section are informed estimates
based on reliable information at that point in time, Long Term Financial Plans are
inherently uncertain. They contain a wide range of assumptions, including
assumptions about interest rate movements and the potential effect of inflation and
the COVID-19 pandemic on revenue and expenditure, which are largely outside of
Council’s control.
The financial effect if certain assumptions were to change in relation to Council’s
fixed operational income and expenditure are illustrated below.
Rates
Rates comprise 58% of Council’s total operating income. As stated earlier, rates are
capped by the State Government and Council can only increase rates above the rate
pegging percentage if a Special Rate Variation is submitted and approved.
If rates are held 0.5% p.a. below the predicted rate pegging percentage, the effect on
the Long Term Financial Plan Base Case budget deficits before Capital Grants and
Contributions is shown below:

Employee Costs
Salary growth is largely subject to the NSW Local Government Award. Wagga
Wagga City Council has factored in a 4% annual increase in employee expenses. If
the Award increases by 0.5%, the effect on the Long Term Financial Plan Base Case
budget deficits before Capital Grants and Contributions is shown below:
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Combined impact
The chart below shows the combined impact of a 0.5% unfavourable variance in our
assumptions for Rate Income and Employee Costs:
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Scenarios – Financial Modelling
Base Case Scenario
The commentary and analysis provided in the document to this point describe the Base Case model of the Long Term Financial Plan. This
model which is inclusive of the previously detailed assumptions including COVID-19 will be recommended to Council for adoption.
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Financial Scenario – Infrastructure Renewal and Maintenance Shortfalls
In order to eliminate the Wagga Wagga City Council’s infrastructure renewal and
maintenance shortfall, funds of $86,343,607 are required over the 10 years of the
Long Term Financial Plan.
The Infrastructure renewal and maintenance shortfall of $86M is allocated across the
10 years of the Long Term Financial Plan as follows:
2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
2029/30
7,228,468 7,509,794 7,802,324 8,106,506 8,422,806 8,751,705 9,093,706 9,449,333 9,804,960 10,174,005

In order to fund the shortfall, an SRV funding scenario is to be developed as follows:
Scenario – Part fund 10 year Infrastructure Shortfall from Special Rate
Variation
If Wagga Wagga City Council was to fund the infrastructure shortfall from 2021/22 to
2029/30 of $79M with a Special Rate Variation, this would result in an average
increase to rates of approximately 19% for 2021/22 (following on from the Levee
Bank project SRV). As the 19% is considered a significant increase to the ratepayer,
it is proposed to instead retain the existing SRV from the levee with the intention to
direct this funding towards the infrastructure funding shortfall. This increase would
then be maintained along with the budgeted rate peg for the remaining years of the
Long Term Financial Plan.
Due to the timing deadline of November 2020 for the application to IPART for a
potential SRV application in 2021/22, and the ongoing development of the Asset
Management Plans which would inform where this funding would be utilised, along
with dealing with the financial impacts of COVID-19 the option of a future Special
Rate Variation continuing in 2021/22 is unlikely, so it will be proposed to commence
this SRV in 2022/23.
This scenario would equate to an approximate 3.9% increase (50% reduction applied
for farmland of 1.95%) along with the annual estimated rate peg of 2.6% which would
result in potential rates income ongoing of $16M from 2022/23 as follows:
2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

2028/29

2029/30

0

0

1,726,643

1,782,428

1,840,058

1,899,595

1,961,105

2,024,653

2,090,309

2,228,232

The additional funding from the SRV would result in the following changes to the
Councils operating and infrastructure performance ratios:
Base Case Scenario:

SRV Scenario:
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•

The Office of Local Government benchmark for the Operating Performance Ratio is
>=0%. As a result of the increased renewals expenditure and proposed SRV
income from 2022/23 this ratio is positively impacted from the additional income
generated from the SRV. This scenario contributes to moving Council towards
meeting the Office of Local Government benchmark by 2029/30.

•

The Office of Local Government benchmark for the Own Source Operating
Revenue Ratio is >=60%. Based on the additional revenue included in this scenario,
this ratio shows a marginal increase for the Long Term Financial Plan from 2022/23
of between 0.2% - 0.3% each year.

•

The Office of Local Government benchmark for the Infrastructure Renewals Ratio is
>=100%. Based on the additional renewals’ expenditure included in this scenario,
this ratio shows an increase each financial year for the Long Term Financial Plan of
between 5% - 7% annually. This increase means that Council is steadily moving
towards meeting the benchmark for future LTFP’s.
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Appendices
The following summary documents are provided as appendixes to the Long Term
Financial Plan document. They provide a summary of the financial projections of
Wagga Wagga City Council over the next 10 years. It is important that these
documents are considered as a total package and not in isolation to gain a clear
picture of Council’s budgeted financial position over the next 10 years.
Appendix 1
Budgeted Income Statement
Appendix 2
Budgeted Balance Sheet
Appendix 3
Budgeted Cash Flow Statement
Appendix 4
Financial Sustainability Indicators
Appendix 5
Budgeted External Restrictions
Appendix 6
Budgeted Internal Restrictions
Appendix 7
External Loan Projects and Debt Servicing
Appendix 8
a) Capital Works Program – One off projects
b) Capital Works Program – Recurrent projects
Appendix 9
Airport - Ten Year Financial Plan
Appendix 10
Livestock Marketing Centre - Ten Year Financial Plan
Appendix 11
Sewerage Services - Ten Year Financial Plan
Appendix 12
Solid Waste Services - Ten Year Financial Plan
Appendix 13
Stormwater Levy - Ten Year Financial Plan
Appendix 14
Budgeted Income Statement by Function
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Appendix 1 – Budgeted Income Statement
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Appendix 2 – Budgeted Balance Sheet
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Appendix 3 – Budgeted Cash Flow Statement
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Appendix 4 – Financial Sustainability Indicators
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Appendix 5 - Budgeted External Restrictions
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Appendix 6 - Budgeted Internal Restrictions
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Appendix 7 - External Loan Projects and Debt Servicing
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Appendix 8a) - Capital Works Program – One-off Capital Projects
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Appendix 8b) - Capital Works Program – Recurrent Capital Projects
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Appendix 9 - Airport Ten Year Financial Plan*

*The estimated opening balance at the commencement of the 2020/21 financial year for the Airport Reserve does not factor in the
anticipated COVID-19 impact for the 2019/20 financial year. The Cash Budget Deficit of $3,027,079 for the 2020/21 financial year will
not be able to be funded from the Airport Reserve due to its low balance.
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Appendix 10 - Livestock Marketing Centre Ten Year Financial Plan
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Appendix 11 - Sewerage Services Ten Year Financial Plan
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Appendix 12 - Solid Waste Services Ten Year Financial Plan
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Appendix 13 - Stormwater Levy Ten Year Financial Plan
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Appendix 14 - Budgeted Income Statement by Function
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